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FOREWORD

flessunsik

This research and development-was conducted -in support of Exptoratekry
'Dekreropment Taik Area ZF522;.011 (The Assessment and Entutncement of Pre-
requisite Skills).

,

This report, the first of a series of two, provides information on the
role of reading skills within the context of the Navy's ocCupational and

.,--tireer.development systems. The other (NPRDC TR,77741) (Stiqlt; Fox,
Hauke, & Zapf, 1977) presents a-general approach fothe design, develop-
ment, and implementation of a training system that incorporates both
job skills and learning/communication skills improvement within an in- .

tegrated framework,

The results of this study, are intended for use by the Chief of Naval
Education and Training. Dr. Thomas M. Duffy acted as contract monitor.

J. J. CLAkKIN
Commanding Officer

V.,
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Problem

SUMMARY

In the past, training research and development efforts have been directed
at adapting the training system 'to individual differences it cognitive and
affective processes. Recently, R&D efforts have peen initiated for providing
training to help the learner become a more adapts person by improving his
basiclearning/communication kills within the context of an daaPtive train-
ing program. One such skill is reading; that is, using written language in
performing job tasks.

Purpose

The.purpose of-this-effort was to provide information about the nature
and extent of.reading in the Navy, the reading 'skills of Navy personnel, and
their attitudes_ egarding the Navy's turrent job training and reading training
programs.

Approach

A structured Navy Job Reading Task Interview was administered to a sample
of enlisted` erson I comprised of students, instructors, and,job performers.
The interview consi ted of three sections. The first sAption-was designed to
obtain sample demogr phic data and data on general rearing and writing activities
that occurred during the normal course of events; and the second, to elicit
specific job reading task dauh; that is, reading "th, is'requiredrto complet
a job task., The third section was concerned with ersonnel attitudes toward //'
the Navy training system, reading problems, and/reading training. .,,,,

.

Results

41. Overall, per
(s

onnel spend about4 hours per day in general reading
activities and slightly °vet 1 hour per day in general writing. Ninety
percent of all personnelreport-fEaing signs, schedules, notices, man ls,

forms, and figures; 'and'90 percent, filling out forma..
'6'

2. .A total of 325 'specific job reading tasks was identified b draliviewees.
Qf these, 60 percent were rdadNg-to-dO tasks (e.g., look .up,a re erenceand
complete the job task) and 40 Percent, reading-to-learn (e.g., s udyingfor a
test). As interviewee moved further away from the role of stu nt, he found
it harder to si.te reading-totlearn tasks. Sixty-two percent- f all tasks
cited involved use ofjigures.

,

Interviewees reported that they had performed 59 'ercent of the specific
job reading tasks before and41-percent, for the first me. For 45 percent
of the4taeks,4the materialshad.been read before. For OPerCent, additional
;reading related to the task hid 9 performed.

4 4. Twenty-nine percent of s, jects reported at making a readi error

would affect only themselves; 571.ereent, that would affect the Navy; and
7 percent, that it was .of no consequence.

C/
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5. Forty-seven percent of the reading-to-learn tasks had been'performed
tither to.prepare for a pest or because then were required. About 80-per-

1 cent of instructors' responses were that they read to.teach the material.
]G 0.

6., Subjects reported that, for 76 percent of the reading-to-do taskd,
,they would.haveftO reread the materials if required to perform the same job

the next day. Further,. this percentage increased as the amount of elapsed

time increased. Close to 70 percent of all laarningsthat occurred in con-
nection with reading-to-do tasks was incidental (i.e., just by reading and
lioini the Job).

_
7. For71 percent of the read,ing-to-learn tasks, learning had occurred

'intentionally (i.e., by using special studx techniques); and for' 23 percent,

incidentally. The reread,/rehearse strategy was, reported most frequently,

followed by the problem solve/queStions strategy.

8. Both instructors and job performers indiltated that daily _job experience/
on-job training was the most important training experience in regard to their
Navy career.

0

9. Overall, instructors and job performers reported that150 to 55 perce t

of the infor tion taught in Na'vy school courses was relevant to job perfor nce;

amd 70 to 75 ercent, to passing the test.-- For correspendence courses, the e

percentages w e 50 percent and from 70 to 80 percent respectively. Sugges ions

for changes to both courses indicated a desire to hive written materials,modified
to make them si pler in language and format.

.

10. Subject indicated that reading problems
44.

were experienced by 20 pe

cent, of students in both Class A schools and rate training courses and 15 er-

cent of persons th'in recruit training and performing on the job. At lest
One2ourth indica ed that they, themselves1 had "some" difficulty in under-
standing the mate gals used in each of these four career activities.

, .

il. Linq perso 1 skills were citedby 52 percent of the personnel as the
cause of reading pr blems; and a combination of low skills and difficult

material, by 39 per ent. Seventy-four percent of people-related.problems cited

were attributed to p or preparation and lack of motivation.
41

\

,

. 4.

12. Sixty-four pe cent of subjects indicated that a job-related reading

;program would be help u1;.intl 31 percent, that it would not (mostly because

they didn' need it). \A strong relationship was shown between a person's GCT

score anclinaz.:percep of _the usefulness n_f__a "joh-related_reading_ pbagram...

13. Seventy-twR perCent of subjects indicated -tliey would enroll in a job-

related reading program if it were given during.on-duty hours; and 43' percent,
during off -duty hoUrs. .---

.
.

,

j4. Fourteen per(

%

cent Of subjects ranked their

/

reading skills in the'upper

20 percent of all enliste4 personnel; 51 percent, above the 60th percentile;

and 20 percent, at or below the_4091 percentile. t

.(
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Conclusions

---,---------Theabove-resultsappearfin-demntttrate the feasibility of developing
an integrated job skills/reading skills training system'that will permit
the marginally skilied person to have a more satisfying Navy carper,,
providing a more effective, competent Navy-force.

1

4.
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Problem and Background

Many of thp efprts conducted by thAilitary services in training
research and development (R&D) have, centered on ways to.adapt the triining
system to individual differences in-cognitive (thinking) and affective
.(emotional) processes. For-example, in delf7paced inetructiOn, the learn-.
(Ling rate of. an individual' is ac;Oted-as a given and a pe on is.Illowed
to proceed at that pace. Withi certain limits, dictated pr ily by
administrative considerations, the slow learner is permitted ake as much -

time as he needs to complete a program.
.1:

Y
More;recentlyi, military R&D agencies have begun to consider the develop=

ment.tgf training systems that, while'adapting to individual differew'ces in
cognitive /affective processes, also begin to Pioduce a more adaptive person;
t at is, one who'can learn more effectively and efficiently in a wider range
f content areas. For example, Dansereau, Actkinson, Long, and McDonald (1974),

. n an Air Force study, make the following point:

,GoVernmehtal agencies have been instrument stimulating'stimulating'
-ifessarch to prOvide a basis for educationaliMprOVements. In the
main, these studies and subsequent attempts at implementation have
bee % directed toward the improvement-of teaching. That is, this
resgarch has been designed to ferret out ways,of presenting ipforma
tion to students that will optimize their performance on a variety of
criterion measures'. . .

t
- INTRODUCTION

a

The extensive efforts directed at 'improving teac g methods
have overshadowed the few scattered attempts at developing a
basis for improving students! learning strategies and skills. 1

As we will argue, the relatiVe ne ect of the learning sidi of
the educational coin is probably 10 lly unwarranted ind should
be-remedied as quickly as possible. ching and learning
strategies need to be developed in.concert, consequently, due

. to previous emphasis on methods, research on learning strategies ---

needs to'be'brought "up' to speed." (p. 5)
..-

,
,-,..

The Army has also recogAized the need for improving the effectiveness o\f,
-:-

its training system by improving personnel learning capabilities. Project ,%.

ABEL.(Jealous, Bialek, Pitpit, & Gordon, 1975) was an" "empirical expldration
...

j to determine the scccpe o£ the, learning capacity of marginal Army personnel,
to observe the longitudinal effects of long-term self=managed learning
strategies; and to determine the proficiency levels that these men could reach
as a result of these etratigies,." This work was an extension of earlier work
(Weingarten, Jealptfs, gialek, Boatman, Gordon; & Pitpit; 1973), in which the -

rationale for research to'develop learning skills of Army personnel was dis-
cussed with regard'eo bbth getetic (basic reading, oral communication, etc.)
and generative (problem soling, information recoding, etc.) skills;
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Of,

Skills combine to fprm tasks, tasks in turn combine to
form the higher order skill-composites involved ii jobs and ir
other'social roles and statuses. Skills that arerequired in.
a wide variety of such higher-order composites may be said to
be generis. The skills-of arithmetic, reading, writing, and
language use are "basic," mot because they cannot-be fUrther
reduced to more elementary levels, but because-they are generic"
in this sense. An individual's mastery of generic skills in-,
creases decision-options, bothhis own and tittise of hip social
system in regard to'role-allbcation .

Some skills-are useful chiefly as,o-means,of generating
.- -other When a person "learns to learnlhe masters a

number of generative skills that can help him in mastering
other substantive skills% Lacking a mastery:16f generative
Skills, a student remains, in a sense, a passive. recipient\of
instruction, which must,be very'carefully tailored to his

-limitations. Generative skills, on the other hand, accord
their possessor an active role. in. and ultimately the-direction'\
of his own learning..., . . (p. 3)

.

In regard to. the adaptive pefdon training concept, the acquisition .1-both.
'generic and generative skills would adsist the student fin building a broader
skills base,(' and thus facilitate his becoming a more adaptive learner. The
.military Ithelagencies recognize the importance of having a more adaptablellob

` performer availablefor the more compact technology-oriented military ottim-
t - suture. They also recognize the limitations df.a training/job design policy

that attempfs to adapt to each individual's"peculiar 1 arning,stylesand
capabilities: Such a policy would slump. allow-slow le risers to continue to

' 'learhslowly and require manuals, regulations, and othe printed materials'2\

to be tiftitterrto the level of the poorest reader., As a result; personnel of
average or superior.sptitude would not be Lowther developed,'astbey are in
progranis provided for top management person el in major industries, businesses,
and government agencies.

NIdeally, the development of job skills and adapt0e skills for more
efficient/effective learning and job performance would evolve together. That
is, the job training system would adapt only partially to the learning/com-
munications capabilities,of the Student; it mould Oltfally accommodate the
indiyidual and then Operate to improve not only his job skills but also his
learning166,agnicatielegodills. .

e . i
To illustrate, studies sponsored by the Army investigated the feasibility

of integrated job skills and job reading.training programs for Army personnel
enrolled in the Sdpplyman (MOS 76A) course at Fort drd, California (Rungvland
& Taylor, 1975; Sticht, 1975a). This training pro ram was dified (i.e.,
adapted to a'self-ed format) to accommodatvind idual d er4nces in
learning. The readpitIng materials, which were de4elo ed from Army Clerical,
and supply materials, provided practice in using sea ch strategies such
ap indexes and tables of contents, fpllowing procedur 1 directions, us fag
tables and #aphs, and filling in job-related forms. 'It was hoped that

10
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the modifjted course would produce a set of similarly skilled job performers'
and, at the sametime, improve their basic learning/communications skills.
Students completing the course were, tested oh a reading test designed to '

measure ability,-to read and to use Army technical materials in general.
(i.e.; not exclugivelY Supplyn:!n!s ma-tcrialo) Rcaults.-"howed thatistuA.10--.1-

not only acquilmd the necessary Sob 'skills, but also improved froi.i mean:
reaaingr grade level of 5.5 to 7.2; for a gain-of 1.7. years (Sticht, 1975a).
These results indicate that it is feasible to consider modifying job skills
and.laarning/communications skills-training.systems to produce more adaptive
training programs and more adaptive personnel.

.,.

o

/
1, ,

v)
The Ndvy Personnel Research and Development Center recently has initiated'

gn,R6D program (Duffy, Carter,-Fletcher, & Aiken1975) toimproVe the adapt?
ability of Navy peysonnel-by improving their communication skills, which'aret '

-considered as prerequisite or enabling skills underlying 's mlde range "of Navy
tasks. One such skill is reading; that is,'. using written language in per-
forming job tasks. To complement Mit in=houge R&D activitie0on reading,
NAVPERSRANDCEN has contracted the Habian Resources Reiearch Organization (HumRRA)
tq conduct a two-phase study.. In the first phase, which is documented in this
repokt, information was provided on the role of redding_skills within the con-
text of the Navy's occupattnal and career development system.. In the second
phase, which igdocumented ln Sticht, Fox, Hauke,*and Zapf, 19771,(+NPRDC TR 7741)'.,
a general` approach to the design, development,, and implementation'of a 'training

_ system incorporating both job skills and learning/c64kunications skills improve-
ment within an integrated framework was develop.

Purpose

The purpose of this effort was to provide informatiott about the nature and,.
extent of reading in the. Navy, the rOading skills of Navy personnel, and their
attitude regarding the Navy's current-job training and reading training pro-

, grams. This infOrmatIon was obtained through administration of a structured
Navi Job Reading Task Interview to A sample of enlisted personnel comprised of
instructors, students, and job performers. so

A

1 1

A
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- APPROACH

/

IS.

4

tIt*
'"- 1.,, . 9 . .

Aa."antee 41'1101%'''''' i
4. ''' ,

%p4'
#, '

, ', e.-sampling inttrvidwIng three types df.NavyTersonnel
at- ,speOtkce career "stagesAtita*

.1 Nt.----4'*- ...

Le
,

-°.
...

....
.

1. Students and instructors in the-Recruit and Basic Training Programs-

'2. Students ..and:instcuctors in Class AgchoolS.4

3. Sob pertormfts one fleet duty aboard -two' classes of Navy ships.
. . ,

Inteftiews were\adininistered to personnel ill' ten A schools and two tiainr
ing programs at tavy'training installations ate San Diego, Gregt Lakes; and
Meridian. 'election was based on the availability of personnel withip a
rating 7p-rates E-41 through E4 who were currently erforming,their normal
'rating duties at those'installations. The ratings represented by the sample
and the number

S\in

each are shown in Table 1.
N

, -

.
.

,s labia i
.

4. , .

. .1-
.

..... #
Final Sample Interviewed Onyerforman: of Job 'Reading Tasks,

Item

Pdrsonn01

4 Jab
Students- Instructors reformers tal

t

. . -

Recruit Training RT) Program 8:, '4

Basic -Blectricit & leCtrontcs
(BE&E) Train ng rdgram s.;.

.

A School Ratilg/Tra nit% PrOgrarn%

Aviation Storekeeper (AK) , 5 '
-,

Aviation'Strwtural4Mechanic (AM) 0 '0

Boatswain's Mate (BM) 8 4'

Electrician's Mate4EM) 8 .:5
,It

. ilectrepics Tech ician (ET) 4- ' ',3

Gunner' Mate (GM) 5 .:--,.. 3 ,..

Hull Mainienance TeclariicianN(HT) 8 'A

Mess Management/SteWaird (MS) 7 ' 0
.""

.4wiffersonnelman (Pt) 6 0 .

,

Quartermaster (QM) , . 6 4

0

2 0

Total

..i.
68 32 78 178

12

14'

4

0; 10 1"22.,

9- - 2?

8 .15

,

a 16-

7'- ,19

9 16

9 15

8 .184

..
.

O 1Rates
$
refer to and stea mil ritary'paygrade ankrwith Erl being the lowest

enlisted rank in the ca eer laddgi- , - r ,
d .

. ... i s

'

...



IntervieW Xnstrument

6

. rk.

. A structured job reading task, interview was adminietered
.

in the inter:- ,

viewee!s.jA area so as to have ready accese to'prinfed job materials and
required about 40 to 80 minutew It- Was degigneeto pro *ide Information
about the ,nature and extent of reading' (and, to a lesser defiree,i'vrie k...

.in the Navy-,--the reading .skills' of Navy personnel, -and their attitude regard

ing the Navy's currenf job training d reading training programs. The inter-
view format was made-up of three ma or s ctions. Adiscussion of_tfie informa-
tion obtained during section d th, ra foy requiring this iRforma-
tion are.presented in the followin ,or '-

w

w

' -

'Section 1=-Deillogrgphic Data and Geipral Leasing and Writing pitid.

, -4';' '.

- Section 1 of the interview comprised 18 questioils, the first 14 of .

which were designed to.Pbtaittinterviewee_demographic data, Items 15 and 16 i-
asked respondents to.lindiegie, on,a-checklistmf reading -materials (e.g.,
manuals, getters; signs, etc-1, those'that"tbey used Lathe bourse of their
current ,Navy activities. and, hocemuch time.thOy spent reading such materials. ,,
Items 17 and 18 were'identical to the previous t ',o, except that they referred
to writing.' The fingl queation,abked interviewees (1) how many-hoursthey
spentetudying,for their last rate training correspondence and-(2) over
how long,a time thesq hours we e spread.

, . . .

. .
. .

. :Section 2--Specific job.R ding Task Data

} . ' .

, The eefond,sectipft of `the interview was designed tqAlicit s e a_e
job reading-task data, ass sopposed to general rea0ingta; Xtheinter,i 4,- .

asked, the subject to`consider specitic-joboleading an- an Oggling subOek that
helpshIm to acCompliak a specific-job teak. For example; if allmartermaster
needs to verify a computation'of the Ones of-sunrise and sunset:.(job task),

-. he wou/d have to refer to.tille Air AAmalic for information dbobt those times'
'at a given. latitude and data (enabling subtask), 'and Verify thi computation:.

Figure prelents a general Model fora specific job reading test. The
a

. specific job shown consists' of a number of steps. With each step, there"is an
implicit-question: .60 I know bow to do the next stepT If the answer is yes;
'the person proceeds thrOugh.that step, to the next odd*. If np, he performs a p.,

subtask involving a general operation calledureacWrAOich acta.on a data base : -,

I

'called ','material." Informatiodis extracted Wth41Piaad/material" routine
.*.'

until- the job task step can be_performed,. and the person-proceeds throui the-
task. ' . . ,

.

1 . - . . .

4
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,
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Do I know how to dd:

Do I know how to do:

CrobTask

o ENTER"

Perform Step 1

Perform Step 2

Do I know how to-do:

[Perform Step 11

Read (Material)

Read (Material)

Read -(Material) j.

Figure 1. General model for specific job reading task.
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Nature of Specific Job ReadingTasks.o typeS of, enabling sub-
tasks--reading-to-do and reading-to-learnhave been identified on the
basis ofsboth the qualitative and quantitative differences in the amount
of information processing requir- to perform the task. A readini-to-do
subtask involves looking up or reading information fok.immediate use in ,
completing a lob task (e.v., checking a referenee number); it is then
applied, to the job task and may be forgotten. A reading-to-learn subtask
involves reading informationthai is to be retained for later use (e.g.,
in taking.arating advancement exam). When .the interviewer felt that the
subject pnderstood.the difference between the two types of reading subtasks,
he asked the subject to name the.job tasks* had performed the previous
day -(or the last working day) that had incladed refiring subtasks. From
the.list of specific job reading tasks. obtained, the interviewer selected
two--one-of,each type, if possible.

Searching/Locating Strategies and Skills. For the two tasks selected,
the interviewer asked the subject to obtain the printed materials used yp
accomplish them and to point out the exact section(s) read. If-the subjeigt
had to ket'the materials from...another room or work area, the interviewer
"acCompanted him to assess the area. While the subject was locating the
appropriate sectiona.of materil:;used, the interviewer noted the following:

a.
11-

1. The manner in wilidh the subject located the material tie
of Contents (T09), Index, keafisg,through materiel, or other).

d
Whether or noprta searilhstra6egy was applinsble.

materials Consisting of d singlettAtet would have no-TOC or index: Also, in
certain cases, it might be nectsari to read an entire document to complete
a job task.

5. The skill with which the search/locate task was performed, rated?
on a three-point scale,of high, medium, or low (with a bias toward leniency).

4. How much of the information was obtained from text and how much,
from figures. The interviewer then asked a number of detailed questions abouf
the tasks!. . ,

.

1 , ).
.

Rtowledge Contexts for Job Tasks and Job Reading Tasks. All /
jpb7related reading takes place within a context'of work in which job tasks
are routinely,performed, some with a greet deal of repetition. Additionally,
spedific'reliding tasks take place within a context of other,. similar reading
tasks. To fully Understand the nature of reading in the Navy; it is necessary
to understand the "contextual knowledge" that personnel may develop that
may facilitate reading comprehension on the job. In this regard,!it is
imp cant to know whether personnel regdon a "one-time" basis or'whether

o the read and reread the same materialsto perform the same task. If they
mostly perform repetitive reading tasks, this might imply, that reading skills
are less important. Repetitiv.e reading, or reading 'concentrated Jon similar
materials; may producea very capable reader of a narrow-range of topics.
Hoiiver, he may/not be as competent as desired, particularly if the Navy's
goal is to'maintain a force 'of flexible and adaptable personnel who can
readily and-ably switch jobs and use their lieerary skills forself-instruci
tion and guidance in performing a wide range of reading tasks.

I
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To obtailtthis in
Idllowing questiots (pare

I.
,
Have yoU .don

e-. , often an how long ago? /
to this specific task? i

_2. _Have you.ey/er read the speci
-complete this specific job task before?

i

ortation, the interviewer
hrasedfrom he interview

thisspartic4ar job task
II no, have You performed_

A .11

/ I

asked the subjects the
format):

before? If yes, how
tasks that were similar

c printed material required to
If yes, when and for what purpdse?

3. HOQ much of the' material accoMpanying the,specific.material
req uired to coMpgete the job task heave you read and how often have you read
it?

1.4. Have you ever read anything else that told you something'about
this specific jab task?, If yes, ,why era did- it help you? ,

#

Expectancies for Value and Use of Information Gained. InforMition
on expectancies for value and use of information gained is needed to provide

better understanding of the general cognitive /affective processes involved
in the,performance Of work-related reading tasks- 'To.determine the perceived
value of reading, the interviewer asked the subject what would happen if he
read the material incorrectly and thus made a mistake in doing the job task.
Would the mistake only affect the subject himself pr'would there be some
direct effect to"the Navy system--in terms -of time material, etc.? .Re-
sp4nsek tO this question should indicate-whether or not people even perceive
that a link exists between their reading behavior and some possible conse-

v quence for the job.
4

Information od estimates of
f011owing questions with respect to
from interview format) :.

1. Why did you select this,

Nt

user obtained
the reading -to -learn task

by asking the
(paraphrased

information to study and learn?

.. .

2.'. How
,
long do you have to remember the information learned, until,

you use it? -
N

1 .. ' 1
3'. Hqw often do yOu expect to use the informition learned?

To determine holrmuch material people might lit70 to search and sort
through to p4 together the information they needed for ttle.readinguto-leorp.;;'s

-"P tasks, sajeCts were asked whether fhe material they were looking for was'
(1) in one place in, an order- and arrangement suitablscrar study, (2) sin of
place-but in a mixed-up order such that it. had to be' r4arranged r study
purpOses,* or (3) scattered throughout the material such thatJt ad to be
"dug" out andput toget or,study. .

Storage and trieval--Strategles. For reading-to-do t

: tion was needed to determine whether learning took place when thp:Subject
lookecrup_material to complete a job' ,task and, if so, hetheethis learning
had bViin intentional, by using some strategy, or incid ntal, simply by read-.
ing and doing the jib task, TO obtain thiSinformat the subject was
asked the,following questiogs: - .

4

ks, informs -

9 4
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1. Would you read thin printe Material again if you had to do
c this job again tomorrow . . next wee . . . next month . . . a year,

.from now? ;

'2.- If yes (foitamorrow), will you need to look up, all of the
information you looked, up this time '6:r oily part of it? If part, whit
information do you remember and hi did you learn, it?

34 If no (for tomorrow), did you learn- all informationmeeded ,bus
by readingthe material and'aoing the job? If no again, what did you do to
help you learn it?

For reading-to7 learn tasks, subjects ware asked 14het Aiherthe)sed.
any special study methodi to learn the specific material and, if so, what -,

they were.' Also, they were presented with a checklist of nine study Methods.;
take notes); and asked to dicate whether they used each of the

mefhods "almoft ver," "occasionally," or "frequently."

Writin Component of SpeCific Job Reading Tasks. The final pare
of this- sectip i of the intervieW concerned the writing component of specific
job reading asks, as opposed to general reading, tasks. ,RegPond4nts were
asked the f lowing questions /(paraphrased from the interview format):

I/ Is there any writing connected with this job?

2. If yes, what kind (i.e., letter, mem4. log entry; foru or othe;Th'

3.' When you finish the wiiting, does anyone check it? f yes, who?

Section 3--Literacy and Job Skills Training.

. .

The final section of the interview was designed...to obtain information'
about the interviewee's, attitudes toward and opinions of the Navy's career

, .

development system (i.e., formal school traininglprograds,'rete,trainings,
Correspondence cournes), reading problems, and reading training.

vy-y Training System. A principal:objective of the Navy . training)(
system to provide personnel with the information and skills necessary to
perform the job. Such graining is normally' provided (I) formal.(resident)'
rating training, (2) self -study (nonresident) rate training correspOndence 4
courses, and (3) on-the-joiltraining (OJT) . 'Before eftbrts are 'undertaken
to modify some or all of the training programs to include job-related reading,
it is necessary to determine how Navy perso I feel about the relative value
of thesh programs.. To obtain this informat interviewees were asked to'
rate the importance of (1) p erating knowle (2) school rating training
courses, (3) self-study rata. g training tour 8, (4) daily job experience
(OJT), and (5) off-duty,education courses I:1'16ms of.three aspects of.their,
Navy career. These aspects were (1) performing current jobs,(2) passing
the Navy-wide exam, and (3) performing future jobp.(at higher. ratings).

f

2 Instructors and job performers only; studftts walarlint included because
of their limited Navy experience.
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Navy SchpOl Training. The questions in this part were concerned with
determining how the. stddents 'feel about the training progratn'itself. , For -.

4 example, do they feel that, the learn g load is too heavy to allow additional

fr
. learning requirements'er that some o ,the current requirements could be,'

eliminated with no 'lost to their pe orMance. "To, obtain such information,
intervieweet were asked to estimate how much of the information they are
expect y to learn in a school training grogram which *is- (1) needed t9 pass

. the course, (2) needed to be able to do the job, and (3) not needed for either
-- conditd ''(i.e., it Maybe nice to know bdt not necessary).

1

,Another perspeCti#e to be considered isthe ecommendations for
chan:-s to ihe training school programs and their p inted materials to make
theft more usefulto there's This information ia very important not only
during &aong the acal modifi Lion of the current programs, but also as an in=
d ation of whatexperienqed personnel feel is :relevant for/satisfactory jdb

rformance.

Currently, theie is considerable concern over the'reading difficulty ,--
.1 0

leve f the printed materials andJspoken Language used in Navy job training ,
Course % (Duffy' et al., 1975; Curran, 1976). /Recent Navy-sponsored studiea' .".

by Carver (1973; 1974) and Biersner-(1975) have shown that the average diq- .

ficulty level of a sample of Navy rate tra ing manuals is at or beyond' the
.l3th grade Yevel. /4''comparisona Duffr(1 76) has estimated the average

., reading` ability of Navy recruits" as the 9 S'irade level,. These data indicate -
a considerable discrepancy between the r addrig skill level of the personnel .

and the material they are expected ag be able to read and comprehend. This
, difference is frequently referred to.aslthe 't1teracy gap" (Duffy 'et 4.1:, 1975).

In thelptesent study, to dke ine whether or not the "literacy gap"
, - - ,

was perceived by Navy persOnnel,inte iewees were asked to judge the W-
- ficulty 4,, r dingmaterialsils4d in esident school trainingcourses.

Additional , estdmates- were obtained for the difficultY,of the spoken Ihnguage
.

used in Nay §chobls. Limited research (e.g., Sticht & Beck,,./976) has sug-
gested that military perSoliel with'lqw relding skills may also'be low in the
skills and,knowledges required for.comprehending spoken language. Thus, there_
was interest ids defermining,the extent. to which personnel perceived difficulty .

in comprehending the -spoken language used in Navy Schools. ,
it.:..........' .

/ i &
',Aix Rate braining Correspondence Courses. Stainer information was-

obtatned-,HE rate training{ correspondence courses by atmethe following
'''.. ,questiorit(parhphrased)t , 's

3,-"

.

, '', 1. .11W much of the information soe-are required to learn in rate
11) .

,

training correspondence courses ii actually needed to pasette course or to
do your job? How much is not needed fot either? .

. , . .

°' .2. . Are the tate training manuals easy" to read and and

v... how can they be made more helpful to you? /
e

. .
,.

3. ,low much of
.

the infOrma lion in these manuals do you try to
,

learn?

I

it

A'

1{:

O
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' 'Reading Problems /Reading Tra ding. To determine the extent of .

. rgading prob ems in the Navy, intervieweeS leaked the subjects to estimate'
., the percentage of isted_personnel Whom they felt had difficulty- in. ,

undenstanding (re g) the materials ;used in (1) recruit training, ..(2) !

Navy 'Class kschoo courses, (3) rate. training courses,. and (4?) job per- .

forttance... Anot,her perspective on,the extent o,f;readineprolflems was scitight
SY asking tfie subjects tb,rate hal,/ much diffiiulty ,(nonei some, -or a lot)

,'
they themselve? had ecperiettced -in reading theimaterials used in theselour ,. %.

. career actkvities. To get an inication of the cause of reading proh4emei,
theY we& as,ked whether they felt Abe materials were too'hard, personnel"......,/
skills' -weft too low, .or bofh.. ,- .-

...
4 .

., . , . e . , ' , '
2,w ','''. .At pr'egent ,.1,-t ie,Ptiseibae -fcir Navy- %personnel to puisue reading .

traihtng.through offiduty education couises. Howevery the paiticipation-
.: rate--Ior 1-iodi, icadiog Craifiking'-er *eitiT,' other off-duty courseis yery ow.- .1 %

, _.',`-iio discove;:. the -reason, for thit, interviewees were ,asked for their. op ions, .

* :- s. -von, why/mdre people-aid notparti4pate in resding c-ourses, either 'on d y
qr.-ifter-tuty hosrs. tiveiu thai tan% cif 1.ie reasons given fcrr not attending

1 reading eoursel CoUld.,,be,-dealt with by Itarious means, the question still .... , peg:Sins as tct/whythe&oi not Nailiy'l-persortne4pel there is*a 'need ror reading ,
traAning, and, if A:o ;What iiicentiives "poirldoW of fered to encourage more
p4Ople,to*ftidipate. 'tdolltain'infOrmatib# relited to this arts, intere

A / ' % ' "
i viptees we e _,aSked the sfolloiring queertionis' (Vetraph*sed (ram interview format):

. , . ' . ' k. A0 A . . *.

I. . .. 1 1.. -Would`a-ijb,b-related %reading training progreuti.(i.e., one that would ,
help :9p13`better uncteristapd-thi materltils jiati,,,have,°to read) be' of an'y help to
,yciti in your future Navy ki3eiignnients'k- if,no,' why not?' ,

; , '-_ , " . ,1 , 6 I A 4 ''. . A I o

A
, , ' V 2,- Wourd you sign_ iip ror-such a -progfani,cifkered.duting on-duty1

hours. 0 .7 s of f-dekty hours? Tenci. jv either, what woad it take to make you
Change yog?mind?, '-' :. ,- ' , ,. .44.. ,

, ..,i , ,
.. ''' \' ., \, ,,

-. -The, final]; cpifistionin,thit.irrterVievi instrument' asked the' interviewee . oi.
to ,rate his 'tealfmg abiliky.agsinst that:.of other enlisted personnel in the, , . .

-, , .,, -' , .
4 .

I 4
}Ao

41'.:,' r I1 , .

, . . . r
.. *.. , . .

.

. . ; ,«. ).

P . .
I

. . .

.

P
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Demographic Data

.

RESULTS

,_ .

It

1.: 1
11,

_
. .

As indicat. d previously', the personnel samife adm_stered the Navy
Job Reading Task Interview comprised 68atudents, 32 instructors; an4 78
job performeka. Demographic data fOt these personnel, which was obtained
through sectio i.one of the interf(iey; are sum)garized below.

The median ge pf the sample wag ?.2 years.with a range from 17 to bver
40: Students', dian ageyas-19; job' incumbents', 24; and instructore,f35. -

s #
.

'Concerning et ic'backgrO nd, caucasians4comprised'81.percent of the

1/1

sample; Blacks, 9 ercent; F ipinbs, 8 percent; and Spanish, 2 percent..
Three per5an't (all students were female.

.
4

. .

.

''
-

Mrs 6f educat n completed rafted from-less than'91 (8%) to more than
16 (1%), with a Medi n of 12. TwentY-five percent did not finish-high-School,
and 17 percent had at ended college, Of the 75 perCent having,a high school
certificate, 17 percent had the GED equivalent. ,

1
! \ A w

..,
. The median General Classificapion,Tests(OCT)3 score was 56, vitt-/6 per-,
cent of the'acores 'falling between 35 and 79. Since the GCT has a mean of
50, and a standard deviation of 10, the present'sample represants the full
range of aptitude. According to Duffy (1970, a median,GCT score of 56:.corl,
responds, 'by regression analysis, to d=general reading prade level of about
10.5 (i.e., the 5th month of,the 10th grade); a OCT of 35; approximately grade
7.0; and a GC; of 79, above the 4t,h grade level. Thus, 16,geraent of the
reading, scores, for the sample fell between the fth to 12th+ range. .There

were no major differences between instructors, stUdent,s,,and'job performere
on GCT reading levels.'

Ths..median time in the Navy was 4 months for students, 44 months'for.joh
performers, anp 192 months (16 years) for instructors. The median time spent

in present rating was 156-aonths (13 years) for instructors and 36 hmonts for.,

job performers. . . . .
- -

AF .
,*

,

Most instructors and job performers had received,C lass A school,teaining
in their ratings. However, those in the lees technical ratings--(e.g., Hull
Maintenance Technician,' Mess Mgilagement Steward) lad had less training than.
those in the more technical or data-oriented ratings (e.g., Quartermaster)- ',

50 perceat.vs. 60 to.70 percent. Abodt a.quarter of the personnel sampled
had held civilian' positions related to their Navy rating. -,

.4.,

3G.eneral Classification Test (GCT) is.one of/five subtexts include in the

Basic-Battery Test; whichis used to measure belie aptitudes of new*Na
inductees. The GCT is designed to measure,ability to think and to rea on .

verbally. .
.
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,

Finally, the interview sample'included comparable,numbersof person-
nel in rata-8E71 through E-1, with one E-8. Students were mostly E-ls
and E-2s; instructors% concentrated in the E-6 and E-7 ratinga,.and job
performers, fairly evenly distiibuted over the rates from -3 to E-6, with
a fgw,at E-2 and E-7. Overall, the distribUtion of rates Parallels the,
distribution with time in the Navy; i.e.i-thegreater the length of service,
'theSigherrthe rate achieved. 'e

. ,

General Reading and.WritinR Data

iteneral reading and writing task data refers to that o'ccurrint.withib
the general Navy-environment.' Pertinent data for atydlents,cjob performers,

': and instructors,. which was obtained in
.
,the first seetrot of the interview,

_..are summarized below. .
. ,,, t

l ftudents
,

.
. N

. Signs were:the reading material most frequently ciied.by students
. .

(97%),,and'messages (e.g., telegraph messages), the least,cited (6%). Notices
and manuals were reportedly used by more than 90 percent of the-students,
Mbile-schedules, figures, Zorms,.and directions wire read.by more than 80 ?

percent. Correspondence courses, repoits, lettermp and messages were read by
,less than 25'percent. .,

TypiCally; studetits spent \2 hours i day in reading, with the range 41,
'. being from 0.2 to. 6.0 hours. Lowee"ability readers ('CT i 44) read 1.8

hourfa day; and high ability readers '(GCT = 65+), 3.0 hours.

.Students in Recruit Training readt1.1 hours daily; those in'Boatewain's
Mate i00 Apprenticeship School, 1.5 hours; and-mkose in Class A schools, 2.0
bourseThree students in the Basic Electricity and Elpctronics (BE&E) Pre-

''paratory SFhool reported reading 5 hours or more-daily. This ,school makes
. heavy use of programmed texts.

.

e to\ . . ,
' , To determine whether reading timeiVaries as a function of the nature

of rittngs, the ratings were grouped into three job tyros: .

1 Service/Maintenance, Consisting of the Boatswain's fiate,:Hdti
Maintenance Technician, and Mess Management Steeard. .

, . 2. Technics Maintenance/Repair, consisting of Atriation
MeChanicr Basic nectronics and Electricity, Electrician's Mates
Technician, and Gunner's Mate.

Structural
Electronic '

,

.
3. Data Group, consistingof Aviation Storekeeper, Personhelman, and

Quartermaster. .
. '

-. . .

)
.,

. g
'Recruit Training was maintained as a separate group.

Generally; ilddents in Recruit Training read for 1.1 hqurs. Those in
SerV14/Mkinfenance,ratings read for 1.3 hqurs; Technical Maintenance/Repair
ratirigs3:0 hours 'and Data Group ratings, 3.8 hours., Thus, the amotint of time
spent reading differs for these four groups. "

.
44.

g 14,21
.

. ,,,

itt!'n '4,'
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Concerning.writing, 90 percent-of the students reported filling out
forms; 72 percent, writing claisroom notes-and assignments, and 58-percent,
filling-in logs. .Thus, overall, fewer types ormaterials were writ n than
were read.

Students spent about 2.25 hours a day in writings with a r ge

0-tO 7 hours. Codsistent with the reading data, the amount of time spent
writing increased\with the skill level of the training; that is, it ranged
from 1/2-hour in Rperuil Training to 2,-2.5, and 3 hours in the Service/
Maintenance, Technical Maintenance/Repair, and Data rating groups respectively.

Job Berformers

More than 90 pertent of the job performers reported reading signs,
schedules, notices, manuals, forms, and directions. Messages were theleast
read, as they were for students, although 50 percent of-the performers read
mesages,.compared to only 6 percent of the,students. About 70 percent of
the job performers reported reading correspondence courses, which reflects
the Navy's use-of-such materials for "rate and rating training.-

Typically, job performers read 1.8 hours a day, with a range of 0.1
to 6.0 hours. As with students,- lower aptitude readers, read somewhat-less
(0.9..5 hours) than higher aptitude readers (2:0 --2.3 hours). Again-paral-
leling the data for students, job performers in the,less,skilled ratings
(Sery,ice/Maintenance) readiless (1 hour) than those ih thmore skilled ratings
(Technical Maintenance/Repair) (2 hours), and Data-oriented atings (3 hours).
Theee'data suggest that the reading demands of the Sob are being-represented
in "the A schools, and reinforce the dttion-that different ring. sr-imps have
different reading demands.

Job performers also -showed differences in the amount of time spent
reading as a function of rate, wJth E-ls to E7.3s_reading 0.s7_ hours daily;
g-4s and 1.7 hours;,gnd E -6s and E-7s, /.1 hours. This suggests that
the higher up the ladder one moves, the greater the requirements for rea4ng.
This is consistent with Army research (Department of the Army,. 1968), whiCh
indicates that people of higher rank spend a greater propOrtion of their read-
ing time on Job-related reading. 10-

One reading activity that differentiates job performers from.students
.
4s the reading of rate traini rrespondence courses. Promotions in the
Navy are contingent upon the s factory completion of such courses. In the
present sample, personnel were sked to estimate the amount of time spent in
completing their last course. Job performers spent around 30 hours studying
their last correspondence Course, with study times ranging from less than 10.

-, :-'to more than 100 hours. On the average, this reading/study w s performedat

;a rate of 4 hours per week; although some personnel reported pending'more
than 16 hours. Typically, job performers had completed their last rate train-.
ing correspondence course about 18 months prior to the interview. However,
almost a quarter had 'completed their last rate training course from 4 .r.o 5
years or more prior to the inter iew. These people were at the higher rates
(E-6--E-8) and had more than 5Sre in their present rating. It is legitimate .

to question the accuracy of these estimates over such periods of time; however,
the data reflects the fact that,such courses are used to qualify personnel
for promotion to higher hates, and it does itiasent a description of the read-
ingengenderedbydorrespondencecoustea

2dvancement

requirements.
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Concerning writing activities, the most frequently cited types of
writing were filling out forms (88%) and logs (69Z). Fifty percent of
the job performers reported writing schedules and memos and preparing
figures. Writing tiTpicaliy occupied 1/2-bour'a day, with a range _from 0
to 6 hours. The least writing (0.5'1:Our) was performed by thosed)n the,
Service/Maintenance and Technical Maintenance/Repair ratings; an the most,
by thoie in the Data ratingt (1 hour). Similarly, higher ranking personnel
(E-6--E-7) wrote.for 1 hour t day, ile those in rates E-1 through E-5 wroti
for 1/2-hour. These data are consistent' with the reading data in suggesting
greater use of.literacy skills In the Data ratings and at the higher rates.

Instructors
4

All of the instructors interviewed reported readingsigna,,,scheables,
and forms, with over 90 percent reporting reading notices, manuals,,direc- -

tiontfigures, memos, orders, cOirespondence courses, reports, and Navy
regUlations. Not surprisingly, more than half of the instructors reported
'reading'instructor's guides, lesson plans, and other course-relatecruaterials.
All together, more instructors repirtea reading more diverse types of materlils

', than either students. or job performers.

However, instrucori spent no more time per day in reading (2 hours)
than.Students or job performers. Interestingly, reversing the trend for
students and job., performers, instructors in the lower-aptitude/reading skill
range reportedftpending alg9at twice as much time in daily reading (3.0 hours)

-as those in the higher 6C1 reading skill riveadr(1.7 hours): Also, instructors
in 'Class A schools reporteavipending less time reading (1.8 hours) than those
in Preparatory School (BETE - -3.0 hours), Apprenticeship School (1.5 hours), or

Recruit Training (2.1 hours). rffOwever, as shown in Table 1, none of the
instruce4is interviewed were in the Personnelman's rating, where data for
students job performers in this rating indicates a fairly high level of-

;.5c. 3.0 hours respectively) . Also, the number of instructors
interviewe4 per ratingftraining area is very small, so these data cannot be
cottsideredlis very reliable!.

Consistent with the data for students and job pitformerslApastructors
in the-three,career cluster areas reported more -time in reading 25 the skill-
level of the cluster area increased: Service/Maintenance--1.0 hour; Technical
Maintenance/Repair--1.81ours; and Data--2.2 hours.

Like job performers, instructors -had spent time studying rate train-
ing correspondence courses and, in fact, repoited typically spending 44 hours
on such-study (compared to 30 hours fdi job performer .e), with 8 hours a week
beinga typical rate ofstudy. Half of the instructors reported that 21
months had elapsed since they had completed their last rape training cor-
respondence course; and 38 percent, that they had not studied a rate training
course in the last 5 years or longer. Again, the estimates of time spent
studying must be regarded with caution.

" 3g
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Concerning writing activities, instructors reported,spending ab1.4 hours a day in writing,- with the'most frequent type being filling ouforms (97%). As in reading, More instructors reported a wider range of t esof writing than did either students or job performers, -with a majoUity (60reporting the development of course materials as a major writing activity.

Instructors in the more skilled career areas spent twice as much,tike (2 hours)in writing than'those in the least skilled (Service /Maintenance; Recruit Train-ing) career areas (less than 1 hour).

Comparison of Reading Done by Navy and Civilian Personnel

Sharon-4672) conducted a national survlof a representative sample
.

ofadults (persons 16 years and over) to determine what types of materials theyread. boae who indleated'that they wert part of the work force (40%) wereasked what types of,materials they read on the job. Table 2 lists several
4ircategories of readirig materials itemized in Sharon's work that seem (at leastin name) to correspond.to materials asked about in this interview survey, and'the-percentages of civilian and Navy personnel who reported reading thesematerials. From this table, it appears that the Navy tasks involve morereading overall than those found in the civilian world of work. For example,43-to 57 percent of the' civilians reported, reading "Signs/Schedules/Noticeeon the job, as compared to 94 to 99 percent of Navy personnel. This is truealso in terms of the median time spent reading, which was 2 hours in the Navysample and 1 hour in''.1110:311's

sample. 'Taken at face value, these data suggestOat, generally,,theliteracy, requirements of the Aivy far exceed those ofcivilian jobs coAsiderPd generally.

Specific Job Reading Tasks

Nature of Specific Job Reading Tasks

In the second section of the interview,, interviewers asked the subjects17) to providnia list of all the job tasks they had pegforimed ale previousday (or the last working day) that included a reading task.,7XiisLresult ofthis question, a listing of 325 job reading
tasks was obtained'` - 96 (60%)reading -to-do tasks 'and 129 (40%) ieading-to-learn tasks. Figuee 2 shows the,pertentages of both types of reading tasks cited by the three subsadples.Although the interviewer antempted,tO obtain a citation,of one to,-do-and oneto-learn task from each person, it became more and more dtfficUIFT ;Identifyreading-to-learn tasks as --the subject Moved further from the role of student.Job performers, in particular, simply could not provide the desired citation.Three fourths of the reading these people do is the type in whieh materialsserve as aids or consultative devices. Thus, learning of thp content is notrequired.

A
Searching /Locating Strategies and-Skills

The results of the analysis of searching/locating strategies used byperionnel Ain finding materiala relating to selected job taska'showed that,for the most part, these strategies were not mutually exclusive. For example,if'the reading material for same task permitted the use of the Table ofContents (TOC), index, and leafing, the interviewer might have rated thesubjects on all three: (1)- TOC--applicable, not used, (2) indexapplicable,
not used, and (3) leafing--applicable, used and with high skill level.

24
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Table 2

Reading Materials Used by, the General Civilian Work
Population and the Navy Work PopulatImn-

_Reading
Mate;rials

Civilian
Work.Pophlat,ion

(%)

.

Navy
'Work Population

(%).

Signs/Schedules/Notices 94-99_

Forms/Logs/Invoices/
Accounting, Statements 39-44 '72-91

Letters/Memos/Notes 48 47-78.

Manuals--Written Instruction,
Directions 43 88-93.

Legal Documents

(Navy Regulations)a 14 68

Reports/Articles in Publications

\\,(Correspondence Courses) a 34 51

aMaterials im.parenfheses are judged to be the Navy equivalent of
corresponding civilian materials.

'

In this regard, Table 3 shows that TOCs and, indexes were used for only
about 25 percent of the tasks for which they were applicable, as compared to
91 percent for the leafing-through strategy. In part, this reflects the
repetitive nature of job reading discussed earlier, whAh permits people to ,

know roughly where certain information is located in the materials they read.''

The skill level ratings given to search strategies observe!' being used
to locate the desired information were generally high. The overall percentages
of high, medium, and low ratings assigned to the TOC strategy were 70,f, and
11 respectively; the index strategy, 80, 10, and 10; and the leafing strategy,
76; 18, and 6.

Finally)interviewerh noted that, of the 325 reading tasks identified,
. 104 (32%)-involved reading textual materials only; 81 (25%), using figures

only;.and 120 (37%), reading and using both text and figures. Thus, 62 percent
of the reading tasks' lniolved the use of figures.,

v
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Table 3

..N,.

, . -

'1

Applicability and Ultecof Search Strategies

ir

Type of
-. _Search Strategy.

No. of
Tasks
(N)

Applicable

CZY..

Used When
Applicable

(%)

'rabid of Contents

.

:

. 33

176

59.
._

168

32

. 74

56

160

32

77

53

,162

4

24

73

101

.

-

'7

73
72
g?

79,

.50

46
71

56

- -
Im1,1116

4111.

_ -

.

*

21

24

33

27

12

32 .

18

22

88
94

87

1,4)'

'OP

4

"illi

Instructors'. ,

Students qh,

Job Performers
.

Total ,

Index

Instructors
Students
Job Performers

. , Total

Leafing Thit.:10,Aiterials

Instructors
Students
Job Performers

Total

r
Other°

...Instructors'

Students
Job Performers'

Total

. '

.

.. . )
a
Of the 101 tasks for which Ohe first three search strategies were not

.. 0,

applicable, more than half (52) were* tasks in which the entire printed source
, wis used; and about one .fourth (27), those requiring!the use of unbound printed

40aterials. .
. .

S.1

. , a .
. .

- , -

\sc.., Knowledge Contexts for Job Tasks and Jo Reading Tasks

Interviewees reporte hat they bid previously performed 192 (59%) of
the 325 job taski'identi ; and 133 (41%)., for, the firsistime. For job
performers, these percent es were 79 and-21 percent respectivellr, indicating
i high degree ot task repetition for workers on the job. 'tor students,
however; the trend was in the opposite Airettion. 4pnly 33 percelit of the
tasks they reported had been.performed previously; and 66 percent for the *
first,time. This seethe to hifousistentwith'what.ire would expect for people
just learning a job.' i ,

, . \
., .
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The f e uenC and recent' data obtained.for the 59 perc'nt of the tasks
-reported s having been preViously performed show thatalmOst one-third of

rted tasks were, being performed daily and that mostof them had
been repeatedowithin the last month.

. -

.Finally, the data obtained indicates that overall lucre than two-
i,.1116ards (68%) of the tasks reported as not having been before, a similar

tasiChad been performed. -...
.

Information was also obtained on the knowledge context for,job reading
tasks. In.thls regard, results showed that, of the 325 reading tasks
identified, the materials had been read before in 146 (45%.) pf the cases.
For instructors, the overall percentage increasedeto 75 perCent,while for
students, it declined to 27 percent.

Data obtained regarding recencpnd'purpose of prior re
for 60 percent (N = 87) and 100 percept ca = 146) respedtive
reading tasks that had been performed'previously. These dat
for almost two-thirds.of these tasks, the specific material
previously within the, past month and thlrff had been read f

0r4

ing were obtained
y for the 146
.indicated that,
ad been read
r-the same purpose.

For 90 percent of the reported reading tasks, some portion of the remainder
of the materials (ie.,. not jUst the part specifically cited as'the job reading
-task-for the interview) also had been read. In fact, in 57 percent of the
cases, more than 80 percent of theLremainder had been read.

Estimates of the frequency with which the portion's of the rest of the
materials were read were available for-174 (54%) of the reading tasks. Of

these, 36 percent had been perfgred only once before; and 75 percent, weekly
,..or more frequently.

, ire

For 50 percent Ili the total eading tasks,cited, additional reading related
to the task had been performed, and in 67 percent of these cases, the related4
reading helped in reading the material cited in the reading task for the job
interview. For instructors, these,figures-changed to 68 and 53 percent.

Expectanciesfor Value and Use of In4OrmationGained

Table 4 presents responses to the question asking subjects. what would
happen if they read the materials incorrectly and thus made an error in
completing the job task. As shown, a total of 443-responses was obtained (some
subjects made multiple responses for a given task). Of these, 129 (29%) ---

reporttd that the reading error would affect only themselves (e.g., verbal
reprimand of some type); 253 '-(57%), that it would affect the Wavy; and 11 (7%),
that it was of'no consequence. .Thug, for the most pare, Navy'. personnel see
some value for their reading. Reading has a perceived functional value since
there are perceived:coniingencies between the act of-reading and the functioning
of the Navras,an'Operationalk system.

es)

28 .
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41111r- Table 4

Consequence o king Reading Error in Performing a Job Task

Consequence

.

Instructors
(N)

.

Students
% (N) ,

AO Job
Performers
X (N)

Affect individual onii
.

Affect Navy System:

Tine (efficiency)
Time/Material
Equipment Damage or loss
Personnel (bodily harm)

No consequence
(i.e., nothing would
happen) -

. f
Other

-Totala

13

42

11

5

5

8

16

(10)

(32)

k C
( 4)

( 4)

( 6)

,(12)

32

22

17

7

8

.

6

a

.8

(54)

- . ..

(38)

(29)

(12)

(14)

4

(10)

-(14)

(.1...,07,

18
16

-14

1G

8

2

(65)

(35)

<31)

(27)

(19)

(15)

( 4)

100 (76) 1 ,,,(111) 101 (196)

Tot

4.

--.

,14 (105Y
15 ( 68)

10( 43)
8 ( 37)

.

7 ( .31)

7 ( 30)

100. (443)

la
Some of the interviewees made more than one response for a single job

task.

. .

.
As indicated previously, estimates of the expectay for use of the

information gained from reading'were obtained with respectato the reading- - -
t&learn tasks only. For 115. such tasks, 47.perceni were reported to have been
performed to prepare for a test or because it was required. This was prImarily
dueto responses by students and job wrformers, many of whom must take cor-
respohdence courses and pass final course exams to get promoted. About 86
percent of the instructors' responses were that they read to teach the materifil. --
Thus,,,,,s perhaps'is true in the civilian world, reading-to-learn tasks are. -

motivdted largely by system requirements for testing or certifying:Si qualified
for advancement to some next stage -of developmen4. .

Additional insight idto the perceived uses of What was learned in
reading -to -lean n tasks was obtained by asking respondents when they first
expected to ins the learned. information and how they expected to use it.

. Responses indicated that more than half of. the reading-to-learn tasks
provided informatien thatpeople thoughtould be used within 24 hours' while.
90 percent of task-derived information was expected to be uhea'within30 days.

I
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Further, for 76 reading-to-learn tasks (approximately 60 percent of
the total of 29 reported), over half resulted 16 information that personnel

fry' estimated they would be using,daily, with 75 percent being used OnviRT more
timed every month.

These data indicate that the reading-to-learn tasks were'perceived
as being performed for a definitd purpose and that the information learned
laduld be Used relatively soon and repeatedly. Again, this establishes a

, ' perceived functional context for reading-to-learn, which may serve as a
motivation for learning by reading.

Responses to the 'questions regarding_tbe_difficulty encountered in
finding the-specific material needed indicatOd that, tor --the`most part (91%
of the tasks), the materials were in one place add in the desired order.
co

StOrase and Retrieval Strategies
I I

Information on the strategies used by personnel for storing and
retrieving what they read yas obtained separately for reading-to-do and
reading -to -learn tasks.

Reading -to -do Tasks. For 149 (76%) of the 196 reading-to-do tasks
identified, respondents reported rhat they would have to read the materials

".again if 'they had to perform the samejob task tomorrow. Further, this per-.
centage increased as the amount of elapsed time increased (i.e., to 80, 83,

. and 85% for a week, a month, and a year, respectively). These results suggest
that reading is amInherent-part of a large number of tasks,such as. filing a
document,Milling lour a form, etc. It also suggests that rereading is
-required because people forgeOsome of what they read, and thus have to reread
it. This latter suggestion is,aupported by the fact that, of the 76 perceht
of tasks that would have to-be reread "tomorrow," only 60 percent would have*
rotbe reread completely. Thus, -in the remaining 40 percent, some learning

Ilk AliD taken place. For that 40 percent; information was obtained on whether
the learning was incidental or intentional.' Responses showed that, overall,
for 73 percent of the,tasks, the,learning occurred just by reading the job
materials and doing the job task(i.e., incidental learning). For the remain-
ing percenr, the respondents indicated that they had used some learning

wstr y <i.e., intentional learning). , ,

14F 45 (24%) of the reading -to -do tasks identified, respondents
reported that they would not have to look up the material again "tomorrow"
(Ji:dying that the relevant material had been,learned). When asked haw this
learning occurred, they responded that it was incidental in 71 percent of
the tasks and intentional in 24'percent.

Thus, AlaltrOth cases where learning was indicated with reading-to-do
tasks, incidental learning accounted for almost three-fourths of the results.

' Either most of the, subjects could not recall any particular learning strategy
used or the information processing involved in extracting information from
texts and/or in applying it to complete a task provided sufficient cognitive
transformation for learning to occur.

30
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Reading-;to-learn Tasks. Interviel4ees who'had identified the 129',
reading-to-lear tasks were asked whether they-used any,special'studYtech-
niques to learn the.sfoecific material. Responses were received for-107
(83%) of the tasks. Of this total,, subjects'.reported that, overall, learn-
ing had been accomplithed by special techniques for 77 percent,(N=13,2) of_
these tsais an that it had occurred simply by reading the material for 23
percant '(N = 25). For students, these percentages changed to aPproximately
90 an& 10 percent, respectively.

Igor the 82 taski involving tpecial study techniques, responses were
solicited regarding the nature of these techniges. Altogether, total of
147 responses was obtained, with some tasks re tying multipIeresponses,
143 of which were classified into the following bolt& s5brege/rekrievel,
strategies:4

c.

1. Reread/Rehearse (R/R): Involves repeatingthe processing of
information taken from text:vs-11h minfMaf elaboration or transformation.

2. Problem lolve/Queselons (F /Q): .Involves answering text questioris,
solving Problems in texts, and performing tasks that stimulate a search
through materials to obtain specific 'answers. . ;.

3: Relate/Associate (R /A): Involves use of mniimanics, discussion

d4
of mater ls, association of new information with other information,-Snd A

. - 4 -
elaboraeions. 4 -

N ,

4. Focus Attention (F/A): Involvdt activities that- ;educe the amount
of information in some manner; e.g., underlining key Points, outlinintaking
notes. ,

As shown in Table 5, which lists all the study tichniques reported
by the intervietlees, the reread/rehearse (R /R) strafed was reported most
frequently, accounting for 34 percent of the total responses. .The focus"
attention'(F/A) strategy, was reported least frequetitlyeaccounting'for'only
.13 percent. The relate /associate /A) category included the ;greatest number
of diffdrent entries, although dome of these may.have just at logically been
categorized as R/R.

To determine how often Navy personnel, use various study methods, 144 -

subjects were presented with a checklist of nine specific study techniques
that had been used in a previous study with Air Force pAsonnel. These
specific techniques were selected because there,was some interest in -comparing
the two surveys. Table 6 lists these:techniques, categorized under the four

....learning strategies listed above, and indicates how they were rated by 144 s.-
personnel. As shown; the "read material over!' technique, within_the
strategy, was rated as being used frequently by 60 percent of the personnel, /I-
-011014d by "underline important parte," Within the F/A strategy, which was
used by 57 percent. Neither of these'two techniques requires much,transforma-
tion of or elaboration on the material to relate it to other areas. In Addition,
the latter technique reduces the amount of information to be concentrated on
ill review.

''Four riefronses did not seem to fit any category and were excluded
from classification.
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Study Tecfini4ulpoReportea for Reading-to-Learn Talskip

,

/

. . ,

r
. '. Learning Strategy Study Technique 0111.

a, i
,

1,, .

.

.

Rereadaehevse it.' Rer41dIreReat °`

, '; MN) Y iMemorize/by repetition '

Preview then read
Copy Verbatim in writing.

,
1 `Record_ on tare, sten4to'tape

.

0 Teach-re someone ir-

-
i '

Problem Solve/' Practice problems
'Questions (P/Q) Cheek problems ag ,ist-baok

.

Take test/answer qUestions
,,.NReview qUestions/answers in text

Use studY.guides vw,.
%

IP
.

, *

\

i Number Total .

34 i

7

4

2

1

1

49 (34X)

21

8
..

1 .

7

6

1

43 ( 30%)

1 Relate4Associate' Use pictur6/diagrams and relate
, ,-,

(R /:A)
'

) to text 15
L

Discuss with,soMelme
Wi-

s' . 4

Associate to other InfoMation. 3

Listen to lecture , 3
Ow

. Use mnemonic 'device 2
,

Make dwawings,' '2 . ,

Use other materials

ma,

reference
.

Watch demonstration
i Relate notes and book _

. .

...N...:
Relate to,previous work

,... .

Focus Attention Take notes /study, notes
,J

(F/A) Pick,ouc'key points lk
Use outline
Underline
Use study"schedul

1 It
1

1.__.
33 ( 23%)

12

3

18 ( 13%)

143 (100%)

7
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Table 6

Use Frequency of Learning Strategies by'
Navy Personnel (N 144)

Stiategy/Technique

.Reread/Rehearse (R /R)

Pre -scan material before

studying
Try to memorize .

Read material over

Problem Solve /Question (P /Q)

Ask-self questions

Relate/Associate .(t/A)

Draw pictures

Use dictionary

Focus Atetention (F/A)

Make outline
Underline important parts._
Take notes

Almost

Never :Octasionlally

rr Prequenc4.

15

2'
7'

'20 34

50

18.

23

38 , 36

37
r

37

42

26

33

. . 32

25
31

Frequently

' 43

46

60

26

26

18

57
46

46

ON,
1
The "draw

been investigated.
1975) as amethod

pictures" technique, within the R/A.strategy,ihas previously
by the Army (Richt, 1975b) and the Air Force (Dansereau et al.,
for impraVig'eamprehension-and retention. Table 5 indicates

that this technique, which requires considerable transformation of the test
and elaborate encoding of what is comprehendedo,i:s used "almost never" by 38

.4 perceritoof the sample and "frequently" by:only 26 percent; It appears that
this technique requires more ,effort than the"R/R rereading technique or the
F/A underlining technique.

Overall, the open-ended responses, which were obtained during the
discussion of reading-to-learn tasks, revealed a much wider range of specific
learning techniques than was included in.the tgicklist. Nonetheless, there
is considerable agreement that the, R/R strategy, which requires the least
transformation/eaboration, is the most frequently liked Strategy when learning
is the major goal of the reading. This strategy may,satisfy a "principle of
least Wort" requirement, sinci it requires little scar reading of data.
It is not knOwn if this strategy is generally more or less effective than the
others, although findihglot previeut studies (cf. Danseregu et al., 1974)
euggest that the'more active strategies tend to improve Wormation retention.

L

.4
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Writing Component of'Specific Job Reading T,sks

1

Respondents reported that, of the 325 job tasks, identified, 197

(61%) required,some type of-Vriting. Of this total, 87 (44%) were cited
by job performers; 19 (40%), by students; and 31 (16%1, by instructors.'
Filling out forms Accounted for 27 percent -of this writing; and letters,

memos, and log entries,. 10 percent.- For 124 163Z) of the 197 tasks, the

writing consisted of "otter" types such ad'.(11:taking notes, (2). answering
problems, questiOns, and tests, (3) completing job'sheets,and worksfteets,
and (4) making notations and corredliinnon sheets.'.'

A

Overall, respondents hpd to
Checking about half the time. However, expected, Students

writing to someone else for
dtudents reported that

they had ro-have their writing'cheeked 62 percent of the time. The person'

most likelyto check writing of job performers was a chief or officer; of

instructors, a seniorchief; and of Students,'instructors or teachers:

== 'Literat an Job Skills Trainin:
1

4

'Indicated "previously, the, instructors and job performers werd,asked

to rate e importance of certain training expesiences in helping them to per-

64 form their present job, to pass tie Navywide 'arab and to perfOrm a new job (Pt-

an advanced rate). The results are-summgriied in Table 7. As shown, daily job

experience/OJT was cited by 100 percent of both groups as beingimportant.for
performing their present job; ftrther, it was cited by at lease 97percent as
being important for passing the liavywide exam and for performing a
Self-study rating training was cite=d by 87 percent as being 11106rtant for pv7-

forming rhepresent job; by 94 percent, for,passing the Navy exam;snd by 93
percent; for performing a new job,./School rating training was,citeil by 89 "per-:
cent as being important for performing thd present job and passing the Navy exam'
and by 86 percent, for performing a new job. In contrast,. prerating .1mola.edge was ,

'cited by only 58' ercght overall as being important for performing the present .

jobs, 45 percent, 'for paisingthe Navy exam; and by 43 percent, for performing g

new jOb. No meaningful rating was received for off-duty education courses,since.
'this categoiy did,not apply to over 75 percent of-both groups.

As part of the same question, perionnel.were asked to indicate which

'of:the four relevant training experienced they felt was the most important`
for providing inidrmation felevaht to performing each of, the three tareer;

activities. For terforming the present job, job experience/OJT was cited by

approximitely 75 percent of both groups. For passing the Navy-tide exam,
formal.A school training,wap cited -by 47 percent of the instructors and28"
percent of the job performers; and correspondence courses, by 30 and 48 per- _

cent. Responses in regardto performing future jobs.were similar to those"
for performing current jobi, in that almost 70 percent of-both groups chose

job xperience/OJT aj being most important.

.0
0

//
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Table 7 ,

Responses of Instructors and Job Performers Indicating Importance of
° Training Experiences to Navy CareerrACtivities

Career
Activity

Prerating *Knowledge
Ifist. Job Combined

Perf,-

School gating Trftg.

Inst.. Job Combined
Perf.

Self-Atudy Rating Trng. Daily Job Experience/OJT
Inst. Job Combined Inst. Job Combined

Pea. Perf.

,,, Percent Indicking TrainieeExierience had "Some Importance" oxwes "Very Important"
f.

Perform Present

Job 48 .62 58 90 88 89 94 84 87 100

ass Nhvywide
'45Exam '45 45s 90 88 89 04 94 94 100

Perform New.
ri

1 ,Job 46 42 '43 93 82 86 97 90 93, 97

100 100

97 98

97 97

7

Percent indicating ratning Experience which was "Most Importnet" for Specified Activity
.

Perform Present
Job e

Pass Navywide
Exam

'Perform New k
Job

3 5 .4 19 16 _17 3 1 2

2 1 47 28 '4- 34 30 48 42

3 1 23 15 18 3 17 12

74 P77 76, .

20 , 23 22'

70, 68 69

35
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Thus, both groups indicated that, for career activities relating-to
actual job perfowance, job experience/03T training was the most important
of the training experiences. llawever, they differed in their evaluation of
*the importance of formalschoal training and the self-study course training.
in contributing to passing the Navy-wide exam, with the instructors rating

the school training as most important. Instructor experieice with co- .1

training may have affected their evaluation of its importance to the -1

particularly since the school text is frequently the same text as that used

in -the correspondence course.

Navy School Training
. ,

Overallr'instructors and job performeis reported that only 50 to

55 percent of the information taught in Navy school"courses is relevant
to performing a job. In contrast; they indicated that 70'to 75 percent of
the information wAs needed to pass the course. The jOhperformers'also
indicated that about 1Q percent was not used for Tither purpose. In com-'

parisdn, the Students felt that 80 percent of the information taimht was

needed to satisfy course reituirementa. They also conjectured that about
that same amount of information would be used later on the job. Thus, in-

-experienced students Wive faiily high expectations for applying what theY
are learning.

Responses received were also analyzed in terms of personnel in ratings
grouped by Job type (i.e., Service/MaiOtenance,,Technical Maintenance/Repaii,
and Data).wIt was found,that personnel in Service/Maintenance ratings felt
that abouf0 percent of what they learned in rating schools was'relevant to
their jobs; and personnel in Technical Maintenance/Repair and Data-oriented
ratings, from 65 to 75 percent. These results indicate that, depending4bn
the program, approximately 21vto 50 percent of the information taught is
considered unnecessary in thard to performing ,Navy jobs. Thus, if training
requirements-could be brought more in line with job requirements; it appears

that a considerable amount of time could be mad%available for job-related
reading training and that training costa pould be reduced.

A total of 159 suggestions for changes to the formal school training
system was made by 112 personnel (about 75 percent of those responding to

this question). Of-thig total,. 35.(22Z1 were nade by instructors;'53 (33%),

by students; end 71 (45%), by job performers. The four categories of sup,

gestions cited below accounted for 78 (44%) of the total:
,

1: Add mote practical/simulated experiences to the training program

.(N = 27, 17%).

)'

2. .Lengthen the training time el 21, 1.37:71"11

3. Make the training more joh-relevant (R - 18, 11%).

4. Provide more qualified and better instructors (N s 12, 8%1.

'Both Items 1 and 3 indicate a desire to make. the tralping more

relevant to job demands and to simulate OJT to a greater extent. This is

consistent with the fact that OJT was reported as the most important training
experience"90improving job performance. Three additional suggestion
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categories, accounting for 12 (7.5%) of the responses, further support
the notion that school courses Body contain much information of little .

411releyance to the job. TN:3e categoric; were: (1) include lets theory,
(2Y eliMinate unnecessary topics, and (3) cut downmaterial to be learned.-
Thus, over one third of the suggestions for change indicated a desireffoi
more job relevanct in training.

low

Estimates of the difficulty of the Navy's training languageboth
spoken and writtenwere made on a five-point scab with 1 indicating
"very easy" and 5, "difficult.- " Resultsshowed that over half of 'the
instructors (62%) indicated that the school's spoken language was "very easy,". .

contrasted with only 42 percent of the students and 34 percent of the job
performers. None of the instructors preceived the spoken language as more
difficult than average, while.5 percent of the students and 13 percent of the
job performers did. Overall, over 90 percent of the personnel indicated that 4

thg,schoorm spoken language was of average difficulty or easier.

In comparison, 34 percent of the instructors, 21 percent of the
atudenta'and 14 percent of the job performers felt that the schools printed
language-was "very easy," while 20 to 30 percent of the total personnel-felt
that it was of more than average difficulty. Eight-one (46% of the total
sample) persons made a total of 107 suggestions for changes in the sthooligi
printed materials.. Of this total,'21 (20%) were `made by instructors; 40
(37%), by students, and 46 (431)4py job perforbers. The four categOries
of auggeitions listed below accoffnted for 61 (57%) of the total:

1. Simplify the language of the material (N 20, 19%).'' dr

4
2. -Use better formatting and clearer wniting style (N 17, 16%).

3. Give more definitions; provide bettet glodsaries (N 15, 14%).

4. Provide more visual aids (et g., diagrams) in the materials
, 8%) .

Both Items 1 and 2 suggest that some people are fiaving,problems
because of threading difficulty of the material (as previously indicated).
Also, two additional suggestion categogies--get rid of extraneous information
(N 7, 8%) and reduce repetition (N 3, 3%)-- ikicate that sOool.materials
might be reduced in volume.

Navy Rate Training Correspondence Courses

The estimates of the value of learning requiremantsimposed by rate
training correspondence colkses were sim r to those of the value of school
training. Instructors andjob performers ported that, of the total in-
formation to be learned, only 50 peFcent was applicable to the job, while
70 to 80 percent wks necessary to pass the NaKy-wide exam. Ten to 15 par-
tent of the material was reported as not rerevbt to either adtivity.
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,,responses received were also analyzed in terms of job performers
distributed by rates (i.e.,V4e and E-3%, E'4s and E -5s, and E -6s and E-7s).
Results showed that the amount of information judged as relevant tb job
performance increased as the rate increased. E-2 and E-3 personnel judged
35-percent of the material as relevant; E-4 and E-5 personnel, 45 percent;,
and E-6 and E-7 personnel, 62 percent. Overall, the perimpl estimated that
about 70 percent of the material was needed to pass the,tihi. Again, these
data suggest that course/test requiremetts are more demanOrtg than those for
actual job performance.

A
In regard to the estimated difficulty levdl of race training manuals,

22 percent of fhe in'struciors and 19-percent of the job performers felt that
it was "very easy," and 25 and 16percent,°that it was of,more than average -

difficulty. Students were not asked- to respond to 'this question. .Wben these
results are considered.together with those for formal sch064.r.spoken and printed
languages it appears that personnel generally do not consider the training
languages to be unduly difficult. However, one in four of the interviewees

' felt the printed training language was above avelyage in-difficulty.

Sixty-four persons (65% of the 9.who re4onded.) madi-a total of
81 suggestionsTfOi chingeli to rate training materials. Oftbis total, 26
(32%) were made by instructors; and 55 (68%), by job performers., The four
categories of suggestions listed below accounted for,,60 (75%) of the total:

1. Use clearer format, and clearerlanguage or'wrifing (e.g., define
terms and build interest, into the materials (N = 24, 30 %).'

2., Provide more detail' and more information in the'manual (N = 16, 20%).

3. Include less detail; i.e., male the manuals more.general
(N = 13, J6%). 1

.

.'

4. ,design the materialei to be or.* practical and rate-speciye
k (N = 7, 9**. ,- -

..

)nce again, the major category of recommended changes pertains to,
language and format. Items 2 and 4 should be considpred together, since most-
of those'asking for the-more detailed information were job performers who
wanted more information about their par-ticular job. Wis interesting to note

_.-

that items 2 and 3 contradict each other4' . .

_Overall, there appears to be a desire fOr school,and rate training ,

correspondence Courses to be-modified-iuch that they present less "n.ce-to-,
knqw" information and focus, more on the information needed for job performance.
There is alsd a desire to have written materials modified toward greater
simplicity in format and language, with more attention directed to defining
words as' they are introduced. . 1

Reading Problems/Reading Training

Extent of Reading_ Problems. Estimates provided by'irgerviewees
concerning the percentage of enlisted personnel-Wth reading problems,
indicated that such problems were experienced by approfimafely 15 percent
of personnel in recruit training (RT), 20,percent of students in Class A

n39.'
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schools, 20 percent dT persons enrolled in rate - training courses (RTC), and,
15 percent of persohnel performing on the job. As a group, the instructors
tendedto report moreveople as having reading problems than did either the .

+ Job performers or 'students,, particularly with regard to ,the RTC and on-the-
' )obactIOities. Possibly,' the instructors' experiences with school training

and their attention on academic performance:have focusgd their awarengps.on
reading problems more than those personnel who are more concerned withddoihg

. a lob. A #

. A

In regard to their own reading.ability, at least one fourth, overall,
of the pers2nnel interviewed indicated that they hadinsome dilfichlty in ,

understanding the materials used in the four career activities noted above. .

Iefact,forboth Class A and rate 'training, which O.ace-more academic
requirements on the use of printed materials than the- Otheritwo -aCtivities,
the estimates rose to about 36 percent. Specific_data pertaisieg to the fbur
activities are prolvided below:- .

i., , ,, ..,,,

.,, al..-- It . . '..1,..:
.

.

L. Recruit-training.',, Ohe hundred percent df_the instructors and 95
percent of the students reported "no" readlhg problems in RT. How ver,d4OWly

62 percent of the.jobperformers reported having."n1" problems,. wh 4i:,,5 per-

sent reported having "some? problems; and 3 percent, "slot:" -6v 11, 73
percent of the personnel interviewed reported, "no" reading pr9klema in'RT; and
23 percent, "some" problems. . .

Apor $
t .

2. Class A school'training: Sixty-four Percent of the instrdtors,
. .

.44 percent of the-students, and,71 percent of the job performers reported "no"
reading problems_in Class A school. Howeverv52 percerlf of the students reported

' "some" problems; as .compared to 271a410026,--pex,dent for,instructoia-and job per- -

formers. Overt11, 64 percent of thepersonnel reported "no" reading problems
in A school; and 32 percent, "some" prOblema: The differehces between students-
and instructors/ job performers indicated that personnel whd artiactively in-'
volved ina particular career activity are like to report more problems than

. those who are recall g the training expgri .es,4 .

'"- - I,

3'. Rate.training correaiondence courses. Twenty -seve percent of the

instructors and 69 petcent of the job performed repoited fiavin "no" dif-

ficulty in readinithise materials; 64 and 28 percent respectively,/""some='

)11fficulty; and 9 and 3 percent,-,"a lot" of difficulty. Thus,, overall, about
I one thi 'of the el personnel rsported'experiencing,aifficulty with the reading

require t ekourses,
..,

,

,. .
',...q

-.-- ,

4. On-the- ob.-:Piftyfive percent of the instructors and 77 per-
cent of the job performers repoitilid having "no" diffiCulty undeiatanding
their job reading materials; and 45 And-22 percent respectively, "some"
difficulty Overall, 25 percent experienced 'some" difficulty in under-

.

standing these materials. ,-*

-4

4

When the same data in terms of personnel are distributed by GCT 4 1.1

level, the relatiodship between aptitude and reading ability bec o.vious.

Fot instance, of the personnel with a GCT of 45 of above (which cor ds to'

a reading ability above the 8th grade level (Duffy, 1976)), only 26 percent ,

reported having difficulty with their printed materials in RT; 21 percent,

. in A school; 20' percent, iA RTC.; and 18 percent; 4 the job. Contras-tee to
, .-

4 '
, ,

1 .-
.
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M ,

A i....
, this ar e the results for those personnel with a .GCT scorebelow 45, which %

'Clorrespondrit to a feeding abillity below the 8th grade level. Sixty-nine
percent of these people resorted reading problems in RT; 46'peramitin A
school; 56 perc in RTC; and 9 percent, on the lob. This suggests that StA- .

personnel low reading akills'are likely to experience "some" or "a lot,

t;

-

of difficulty in understanding, the.,materials used, in the varfOuAkcardei
. activities in which they will eventually participate.

Causes of Rea0ink Problems. Low personnel skills were cited .as .the. . -.__

reason for reading pfobIems by 71, 54, and 45 percent of theinstructors, - 1 '''

students, and job performers respectively; and a combination of low,person-
xis]: skills and difficult materials, by 27, 36; and 45 percent.': 011erall,low
personn skills were cited Is the cause by 5; percent of the persciinell and
low-sk s/dftficult

.

materials, by 39 percent.

, When asked 21.2%.: they feltsrldionnel skills wereitootlow or the:Materials

Were too hard; L27 (71% of-tbe.total sample) interviewees cited a total lof .199
reasons- -144 for peoplearelated-problems and 55 for material- related problems.

ei. Of the total responses, 28 (14%) wereQLed by instructors; 55 (28%),by
i students; ant11164(58%), by-jokperforial: .

4'
, 4iti :

o ' Thef011owing five.problemCatetories accounted fOr 107 (74%rof the
1.44.people-pelatsdpfoblema-citaMr

, °. .....

.
.

1.
.

Pipple have "nevex -Learned t
4

o read k. they had a door education ,.

(bi-= 53 37VE . .

..

O
f

I o

. .

.
People don't try to read better; they al, over parts and/or .

ignore difficult partS (N = 17, 1/1). ,T ,

.

4....--'1. tempj.e jught to be able to ;Mad better than 'they'd° *(N = 13, 9%). 44

ilr ,. ......
.4. People low reading aptitudeS; they are not able to read

. . Setter .(N ' 12, 8%)-./ Alp 1

.
. . ,.- -.......) .

- 5.. People don't want to read; the; aren't motivated'- = 12, 8%), . 'ok°

..--GE tifiese'fiva reasons, only. Item 4 seems,to suggest aoprobles that

- -might be inherent with'theiperson and not modifiable 6-a'great extent. 'Items :111 AO, .

.

: 1 and 3 seem to be concerned -wlal.the persoeslack oL preparation, while ';

dItems 2 and 5 suggest prOklmma of motivation. 'Thus, four _out of five of these ''',

4
J

reported causes-for readln4problems appear to be amenable to modification
throtigh train-Jog and incen ves.

'The follodmil.4Qpr problOL categorise accounted for 50191%) of
the 55 thateiial-related,problais cited:

J. The language used is too complex (N.= 21, 38%).

2. The materials are poorly formattMd (N- =. 12

3. The materials pre just,"too haid" =,12,-22%)

.4. There is teo much material (N = 5, 9

33



gst
Of these, Items 1 and 3 may be viewed as sOggeiting that personnel

. do net have the language-'skills required tedeal with the material. These
problems are thus amenable to soluti,o by either literacy skill upgtading.or

. by rewriting of materials. Items 2 agi 4 seem to be more indicative of changes
materials thin toopersondel.

,r
In summary; Navy perionnel tend to.gt%ribute reading problems more to

ple and-their ladk.dt skill or motivation .than to =the inidequlacies of
training and job written materials. This suggests that further attention
'should be:givento the.provision of reading trainin tfor upgrappg reading
skills,

AttitudearToward Reading Training. A total of 163_persons (92% of the.
total sample) .provided 66 reaimiertfor the lOenrollment in volunteer reading

hr (21Z) otthesereasong were cited by instructors;
3-(40%);.. by job. performers.:-

training programs. Fifty-;

100 (79X) 'by studerits; at' ,
. / .

Overall, 412'perce of the; responses indicated E. the -loci enrollment
was 'Ise to a.lacknf4motiv ion (i.e.,..lack of interest, or initiative) on the

'part of-personnel. Another 18 percent indicated that personnel were-perceived
as heinglunwilliug.to admit a deficiency.in reading skills-by enrolling in a
remedialNeodrie. 'Must-half of the.reasoeViiven for why personal do ndt
attend the current reading training;, tograms refer to emStion4AnoEivational...
factors. ' *,

..r

An'additlohl 16.pe4m cent of the remAses indiCat.fhat'perarfnnel..felt,
phdrmwas no. spare time available to ,take the course; and.7pertent;%that people
were unaware thamsnoh training w On 31.1( percent of the.overall
responses suggested that"people,'d g usiptplog'codries because

-they. feel they do not need such 'tr

s available.
not attend. read

Ing. tl *

' ' gib, N .1
. A

° , . .
1

,z

I, AIthoUgh the data given he are higtily'auhjectto bils toEard socially'
acceptable answera,on the part of re POhdents, they nonethelessipfaVide 'win-,

. dIcatied of the problems that nead"to he-addressed'when designing.? devlioping, '.
and operatine..a reading training Oigram.' Foi example, .if readine".0aNing
we're integrated-into job skills tfgning motimotiin and initiative to succeed
in. job skills training could gene ize to stimulate intetestin developing'
better competence'lqiipdVforming job related reading tasks. Also, personnel: I..

Ask/ ',:c.ideld;noi have to ad 't reading difficulties;; they would simply propped through

' i a-different-co 0.8e ofjoh'sVirld.fraining '(with intermixed reading training)
than others. Finally;o.a job-relat reading-training program would be-avegabli. _

, &rills regular'duty hours so that t oafs without suffictpnt time for the
.current rpadidg gaining, which is riiarily givem1after7d6Whours, could
Aparticipace, and those .4hofare.not ware'oFthm present reading programs
would..automatically bedome aware of the reading training beihg.given in
conjunction with job skillp trainin

. .

,

. A

I
...''',.

i
.. !:,,

.

.
,j-

r 'Attitudes Toward Job-relaptedfteading Training. Of the 178 persohnel.

-idterviewed, 1144(64%) indicated that a'job-related, teaditig.program.woad be ,

helpful; 53 (31X); that.itwoaldsnot be helpful' and 5 (3%), "maybe." Fotert' "41%.;..

(2%) did'not respond.' ut half of thoi, wholiaid.that etch a program would f- 60

'i°11'

a

no helpful cited re sons for-their.positiods;ttbe,majority of which (84%)
ind ted that tespOnOnts felt they did dot need the.training.becauge the

.0 without it. 4 .

4

.
co "get by" -

, ; A '2 , .
4 °
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When the same data'were sorted over four levels of GCT scores (i.e.,
44 or less, 45 55.to 64, and 65 and ova), a strong relationship
emerged between a person's GaCore and his perception of the usefulneets of
,a .job - related reading program., Eighty-seven percent of personnel with a GCT
score below 45 said that the, program would be helpful to them,,as compared to
68 percent of those in the 45 to 54 range; 60 percent in the. -55 to 64 range;
and_43 percent, in the range above 64. Thus, the lower the GCT score, the
more likeWa person will feel, that a-job-relats4reading program would be
helpful to hii in future career activities.

_ .

-lb

111"

The same data were also analyzed in terms of ratings grouped by job
ratings, which are the least d nding of tilt rating groups; said-that the
program would be useful to t , as compared toy 68 percent of those in Tech-
nical Maintenance/Repair ratings and 64 percent of those in Data related _ratings,
the most demanding of'the groups. The slight inverse relationship between'
rating aptitude requirements and ersonnel perception's of the usefulness of a
job-related reading training program (ire., the more demanding the rating
aptitude retirements, the les useful the training is perceived by personnel)
indicates that the interviews = obtaining valid responses.

*
obtained regarding the

ircentage

of the interviewees who wouldi

of EnrollSent r aJob-related Reading Program. Additonal
informat

.actually sign up for a job-related reading training program if it were avail-
-eib4s,--during onrchity hours or off-dUty hours providedlisme.indication of the
type

"such a trianing program. As could be ,expet,:results showed that 72°
ead t from the Navy in generaltype 'f response (prolected'input) one might

"such

percent of the respondents indicated that they wd be willing to enroll in
4 the program if it were given during on-duty hours,* compared to only 43

2.... .

...percrit.Sor off-duty hours.
e-

_

.

;

4 . -

The same data sorted by the four levels of:Ger scores noted above
showed that 88 percett'of'jobperformers with a GdT score below 45 were willing
to enroll'in the program during duty hours, as compared to 74 percent of those
with GCT scres in the 45 to 54 range; 65 pertent, t* 55 to 64 range; aftd
60 in the 65 or above category. A similar relationship, with lower
percentages of persontei involved; Sias also found with the job performers
:volunteering to enroll In the, program during off-Au41-hours; 56, 47, 30, and
.20 percent re&Rectively. Thus, personnel of lower GCT/reading skills reported
more interest in enrolling in reading trainitg than did more highly skilled
personnel. This finding is consistent with the data preiented above., which
indicated that personnel with higher GCTs rated themselves higher in reading
ability. .

4 .
rig .Inforlation regarding incentives that Would increase enrollment ina

job-related reading program was sought from those who indicated they wer not
interested in"either on or Riff -duty classes, plus a few "yes" respondents who

'qualified their responses, for a total of 61 persons. The following:four
response categories accounted for 35 (57%) of the total:

1. Direct order (N ,11, 18%).

2. Convince Gerson he had a, real need 10,_16%),

3... Convince person course'Would be beneficial (N 8, 13%).
6 qP

4.
e
Money (N 6, 10%).

-./
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Self - estimated ReadingcSkill Levels. -The foregoing ipdirectly indicates
whether or not people feel that they are capable:of dealing with the Navy's
reading demands.- A more directwpstimate of the person's owl.' reading ability
was obtained by asking the interviewees to,rate their reading ability in com-
parison to all other enlisted Navy personnel% The results showed that 14 per
cent of the interviewees ranked their reading skills in the upper 20 percent
of all Navy enlisted personnel; 51'percl'nt, above the 60th percentile; and /0
'percent, at or below the 40th percentile. Thus, not all personnel perceived
theitelves as hailing well developed reading skills.

When the data obtained were anaiyied in terms of GCT leveli, a positive
relationship emerged between a person's GCT score and his general reading
ability, which is cpnsistent with work done by Duffy (1976). For example,
the job performers' judged-readinelevel percenti4 scores were 45 for
those with GCT scores below 45;'68,-for scores beileen 45 and 54; 75, for

7

f
sc res between 55 and or and 80, for of 65 and above.

,
.

, .

.

The fact that, overall
,
someip percent of the-interviewees perceived'

iheMselyes-aa,having margin#1 reading'skille (at or below the 40th. percentile)
is consistent with thefinding that interviewees estimated that 15 to"20 per-
cent, of the Navy persmwel have difficulty, to some extent, reading the ;Navy

P

printed materials.
r ow- .

4

44%

r
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CONCLUSIONS,

The results of the survey indicated that Navy'liersonnel not only spend
approximately a quarter of their day engaged in some job7related reading ,

activity but also that between 10 and 20 percentof them. have some type of
reading skill deficienip: However, it was estimated that the 'reading-,.dif-
ficulties were amenable to reading training. In fact, almost two-thirds*,
of, the interviewees-indicated that a job-relqted reading-tEaining programi,
could by very helpful ta-lhem.for-future carer activities. These findings;
while providingan indication of the scope and importance of the role of
reading in the Navy, also reigforce the fact that reading as a problem
area does indeed exist in the Navy.

111

The severityeverity of this problem could be somewhat hidden by the fact that
the repetitive nature of the typical job task may tolerate fairly low levels
Of kiteracy,on'the job; that is, it enables literate personnel to learn
anrereading and repeated job performance. However, since this effedt
has a limiting influence.onithe person's career progression and utility
for the Navy, it is not in'the best interest of_eitherparty to ignore the
deficiency and not try to remeaiafe it in some m4pner. This is particularly
true in light of the finding that, by bringing tilf64pg requiremenls into
dine with job requirements,ka-considerable amouncm5I time can be made avail-
able for job - related reeding training and training costs can be reduced.

,_This finding, coupled with,qhe desirability of on-duty training appears to
mtemonstrate,the feasibilittotdeveloping an.iniegratedi,job skills/reading
skills training systemthar'Would permit the marginally skilled person to
have a more satisfying career in the Navy, while.iimultaneously providing
a more competent -Navy force.

a"'
45
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